Warwick Theory Workshop
Department of Economics
Organiser: Bhaskar Dutta
Friday 10 – Saturday 11 June 2016

Programme
Scarman House

Friday 10 June

09:15  Welcome

09:20- Arthur Robson (Simon Fraser University)
10:20  An Adapting Threshold Model of Utility

10:20- Coffee/Tea
10:45  Scarman Lounge

10:45- Alexander Wolitzky (MIT)
11:45  Sustaining Cooperation: Community Enforcement vs. Specialized Enforcement

11:45- Johannes Hörner (Yale)
12:45  Motivational ratings

12:45- Lunch
14:00  Scarman Restaurant

14:00- Michael Ostrovsky (Stanford)
15:00  Strategic Trading in Informationally Complex Environments

15:00- Andrew Postlewaite (Pennsylvania)
16:00  What Good is a Two-Handed Economist? A Model of Economic Modeling

16:00- Coffee/Tea
16:30  Scarman Lounge

16:30- Siyang Xiong (Bristol)
17:30  Communication with Language Barriers

17:30- Sergiu Hart (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
18:30  Evidence Games: Truth and Commitment

19:30  Drinks and Dinner
Scarman Restaurant
Saturday 11 June

09:30- Wolfgang Pesendorfer (Princeton)
10:30  Random Evolving Lotteries and Preference for Intrinsic Information

10:30- Coffee/Tea
11:00  Scarman Lounge

11:00- Drew Fudenberg (Harvard)
12:00  Stochastic Choice and Optimal Sequential Sampling

12:00- Ben Golub (Harvard)
13:00  Susceptibility in Networks: It's a Matter of Degree

13:00- Lunch
14:15  Scarman Restaurant

14:15- Alessandro Pavan (Northwestern)
15:15  Re-matching, Experimentation, and Cross-subsidization

15:15- Coffee/Tea
15:45  Scarman Lounge

15:45- Marco Ottaviani (Bocconi)
16:45  Strategic Selection Bias

16:45  End